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POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO 1980 FOR VIRGINIA
METROPOLITAN AREAS
By JOHN L. KNAPP

A year ago the Metropolitan Areas
Study Commission requested the Division
of Planning to make population projec
tions for the metropolitan areas of the
State. At that time there did not exist
a set of projections using consistent data
and methodology and covering the same
time period. The Division of Planning
undertook such a study not only to meet
the immediate needs of the Commission
but also to provide useful information
for State ~gencies, local officials, business
firms, and private citizens.

The study, entitled "Projections to
1980 for Virginia Metropolitan Areas,"
has been completed and is available for
distribution. Separate reports for 9 of
the 10 metropolitan areas covered in
the study have already been issued over
the course of the past year. This article
presents in summary form the results
contained in these reports.

WHY LOOK AHEAD?

Although our economy excels in the
production of exotic hardware, we have
been unable to produce high quality
crystal balls. Those that we have are
cracked, cloudy, misshaped, or otherwise
inferior. As a result, predictions of the
future are seldom perfect. But this does
not mean that we should abandon at
tempts to look into the future. The
British economist, John Jewkes, has writ
ten, "We cannot know the future but
we cannot remain indifferent to it."!
This statement aptly describes a major
reason for undertaking a study of future
population and employment develop
ments in Virginia's 10 metropolitan areas.

1. John Jewkes, Public and Private Enterprise
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), p.
75.
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Obviously, it is impossible to predict
the future with certainty. Nevertheless,
it is imperative that we make efforts to
establish guidelines to the future. Vir
ginia's metropolitan areas are "where
the action is," and this situation will
continue in the years ahead. Present 'f
these areas contain two-thirds of Virginia's
population, account for three-fourths of
the personal income, and represent the
fastest growing parts of the State.

DEFINITION OF METROPOLITAN AREAS

The first step in the study was to
designate the boundaries of Virginia's
metropolitan areas. Since the purpose was
to look to the future, it was necessary to
include not only the areas presently
thought of as metropolitan but also those
areas which would qualify as metropolitan
areas by the terminal year of the study,
19S0. As a result, the metropolitan areas
listed in this study are both larger in
number and are defined more broadly
than the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA) as defined by the Bureau
of the Census, of which there are now
six in Virginia.

The 10 metropolitan areas designated
in the study and, as shown on the ac
companying map, may be described
briefly as follows:

1. Bristol-K i n g s p 0 r t Metropolitan
Area - The City of Bristol, Virginia,
and the counties of Washington,
Virginia and Sullivan, Tennessee.
(l{jngsport and Bristol, Tennessee
are part of Sullivan County.)

2. Charlottesville Metropolitan Area 
The City of Charlottesville and the
County of Albemarle.

3. Danville Metropolitan Area - The
City of Danville and the County of
Pittsylvania.

4. Lynchburg Metropolitan Area - The
City of Lynchburg and the counties
of Amherst and Campbell.

5. Newport News-Hampton Metropoli
tan A rea - The cities of ewport
News, Hampton, and Williamsburg2

and the counties of James City2 and
York.

6. Nor f 0 l k-Portsmouth Metropolitan
Area - The cities of Norfolk, Ports
mouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk,2 and
Virginia Beach and the County of
Nansemond.2

7. Petersburg - Hopewell - Colonial
Heights Metropolitan Area - The
cities of Petersburg, Hopewell, and
Colonial Heights and the counties.
of Dinwiddie and Prince George.

S. Richmond Metropolitan Area - The
City of Richmond and the countie
of Chesterfield, Goochland,2 Han
over, Henrico, and Powhatan.2

9. Roanoke Metropolitan Area - The
City of Roanoke and the counties
of Botetourt2 and Roanoke.

10. Washington Metropolitan Area 
The District of Columbia; the Vir
ginia cities of Alexandria, Fairfax,
and Falls Church and the Virginia
counties of Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince
William and Arlington; and the
Maryland counties of Montgomery
and Prince George's.

Although there are numerous qualifica
tions, the primary determinants for an
SMSA are: (1) a central city with a pop
ulation of 50,000 or more; (2) a density

. of population per square mile in adjoin
ing political subdivisions of 150 or more;
and (3) a requirement that persons living
outside the central city have strong em-

2. The six areas which are now SMSA's have,
of course, already met these requirements. Relying
on past trends in development and available land
space, additional territory has been added to four
of the existing SMSA's as noted in the above list..
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nearly three-fourths of the total State
population.

The popUlation size of the metropor.
tan areas located within Virginia varies
greatly with the largest exceeding the
smallest by a ratio of 14 to 1. The Largest
metropolitan area contained wholly with
in the State is Norfolk-Portsmouth which
presently has a population of about
711,000. Northern Virginia, which is part
of the Washington Metropolitan Area,
has a population of 813,000. Richmond
has about 520,000 and Newport News,.
Hampton follows with nearly 300,000.
The remaining areas are comparatively
small by metropolitan standards since all
have a population of less than 200,000.
Roanoke is close to that size while Lynch
burg and Danville are in the 100,000
12-5,000 siz g-ra-u. reas-bclow I-eO,OOO
are Charlottesville and the Virginia por
tion of the Bristol-Kingsport Metropolitan
Area. These figures and projections are
shown for each of the areas in the ac
companying table. Because of space limita
tions, data developed for the cities and
counties within metropolitan areas are
omitted.

The projected 1966-80 average annual
growth rate for the 10 areas is 2.5 percent,
well above the 0.1 percent projected for
the non-metropolitan areas. The differ
ence in growth rates is not a new ph~

nomenon, but instead an extension of a
trend which has been apparent through
out the present century. What has
changed has been the location of the
growth within metropolitan areas. Where
as formerly the central cities accounted
for most of the population increases, the

3,032,073
1,503,888
4,535,961

All metropolitan areas
Non-metropolitan areas

State total

Current And Projected Population Of Virginia Metropolitan Areas, 1966 And 1980
Average Annual

July July Percent of Change
1966 1980 1966-80
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74,855 107,700 2.6
112,478 141,600 1.6
122,786 158,300 1.8
299,041 411,800 2.3
710,625 895,000 1.6
813,012 1,342,300 3.6
123,565 174,100 2.4
520,247 693,600 2.0
197,607 262,500 2.0

Metropolitan Area
ristolJGngsport (Virgini portioIl-I----

Charlottesville
Danville
Lynchburg
Newport News-Hampton
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Northern Virginia
Petersburg-Hopewell-Colonial Heights
Richmond
Roanoke

4. This figure excludes portions of the metro
politan areas not located in Virginia. In 1965,
these areas, which consisted of the District of
Columbia, Montgomery and Prince George's County,
Maryland, and Sullivan County, Tennessee, had an
estimated population of 1.9 million.

status. Nevertheless, this area already pos
sesses metropolitan characteristics and has
therefore been included.

Any classification system has its arbitrary
elements and the one used here is no
exception. Certainly a case could be made
for expanding the boundaries of some of
the metropolitan areas and for designat
ing other areas as metropolitan. By using
1980 as a cut-off point, however, it is
believed that the 10 areas as described
are the ones most likely to qualify for
metropolitan status.

In two instances in this study - Washing
ton and Bristol-Kingsport - the metro
politan area extends outside Virginia.
Thus, when the District of Columbia and .
the two Maryland counties are excluded,
the remaining area is referred to as the

u:-thern Virgin· Metropolitan Area.
When Sullivan County, Tennessee is ex
cluded, the remaining area is designated
as the Virginia portion of the Bristol
Kingsport Metropolitan Area.

PROJECTIONS

In 1966 the State's 10 metropolitan
areas had an estimated population of 3
million.4 This number, which represented
67 percent of the total population, under
scores the fact that Virginia is indeed a
metropolitan State. Our projections in
dicate that Virginia's urban character will
become even more pronounced in the
future. By 1980, the population within
the metropolitan areas will represent
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central city.3
For the purposes of this study, four

additional metropolitan areas have been
designated: Danville; Bristol-Kingsport;
Charlottesville; and Petersburg-Hopewell
Colonial Heights. Danville was added
because the City of Danville will soon
have a population of at least 50,000 (in
1966 it had an estimated population of
48,866) . By 1980, at the latest, the popula
tion of the magisterial districts in
Pittsylvania County adjoining Danville
should exceed the required density of 150
persons per square mile.

Many people are not accustomed to
hinking of Charlottesville as a metropolis

and at the current time such a designa
tion would be misleading. However, if
the area continues its current rapid rate
of growth, it will reach SMSA size by
1980.

Bristol-I{ingsport is another area which
is not currently of metropolitan size but
should attain this status by 1980. Since
the City of Bristol is composed of sections

--in Vir-ginia and eRIl€-sse-e,· .s con -
ceivable that neither will attain sufficient
size to meet the formal criteria for SMSA
status by 1980. On the other hand, it is
quite possible that I{ingsport, the other
central city portion of the area, will reach
50,000 by 1980. In any case, the area will
have the characteristics of a large metro
polis and it has therefore been included.

Petersburg-Hopewell-Colonia1 Heights
is another area which, because of its
unique boundaries and limited oppor
tunities for growth within city limits, may
not meet the formal criteria for SMSA

3. For a detailed description of the criteria
employed, see Bureau of the Budget, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), pp. 1-3.

Sources: University of Virginia, Bureau of Population and Economic Research, "Estimates of the Population
of the Counties and Cities of Virginia as of July 1, 1966," revised January 1967; John L. Knapp,
Projections to 1980 for Virginia Metropolitan Areas~ Division of Planning (August 19'37\



suburbs are now the growth areas.
The projected annual growth rate for

lirginia's metropolitan areas (2.5 per
cent) is slightly higher than the com
parable figure for all metropolitan areas
in the nation. The National Planning
Association has forecast the national
growth at 2.2 percent annually from
1962 to 1975.5

Of the 10 metropolitan' areas within
the State, Northern Virginia is forecast
to grow at the highest rate, increasing
by 3.6 percent annually. This rate is
more than double the 1.7 annual rate
forecast for the State as a whole. Only
three of the areas are expected to grow
at rates below the State average and in
each case the difference is small.

Although 6 of the metropolitan areas
are projected to grow in the future at
faster annual rates than in the past, the
projected rate for all areas combined is
below the 2.9 percent annual rate which
occurred between 1950 and 1966. The
principal reasons for the anticipated
slowdown are: (1) an assumed reduction
in the expansion of military and defense
activities. Metropolitan areas such as Nor
folk-Portsmouth, Newport News-Hamp
ton, and Petersburg-Hopewell-Colonial
Heights have in the past received a large
stimulus from the growth of military

5. Joe Won Lee, fCThe Dimensions of U.s. Met
ropolitan Change," 15 Looking Ahead 2 (June 1967).
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activity (Assuming an end to the Vietnam
conflict within the next few years and
no other large military entanglements,
military activity within these metropolitan
areas will probably show little or no
growth); (2) a reduction in the gro,vth
rates for other types of employment
which stimulate economic expansion with
in metropolitan areas; and (3) a reduc
tion in overall population growth result
ing from declining birth rates. An addi
tional factor is that the methodology is
partially dependent on past trends. Con
sequently, to the extent that future events
are not related to the past there may be
omissions of new developments which
will promote growth.

The preceding observations regarding
growth rates should not be interpreted
to mean that high rates of growth are
"good" and slow growth or declines are
"bad." As a matter of fact, many writers
are now stressing the negative aspects of
high growth rates. Joseph J. Spengler has
written:

The fact of the matter is that there
are decided economic advantages to
a lower rate of population growth.
To begin with, popUlation growth is
expensive. In the short run, the main
costs are the time, labor, and capital
required to convert a growing num
ber of births into an adequately
equipped labor force. The longer run

and often irreparable costs will in
creasingly be the shrinkage of the
nation's resources of space and all
that this implies - intensified pollu
tion and the progressive destruction
of natural space and beauty for man's
enjoyment.6

DENSITY OF POPULATION

A crude measure of available space is
found by dividing population by land
area to yield the average population per
square mile. Virginia's metropolitan areas
are less densely populated than the na
tional average for all SMSA's. In 1960,
the latest year for comparable statistics,
the average density of Virginia's metro
politan areas was 263 persons per square
mile - well below the national average
of 364. Both the central cities and the
suburbs had lower densities than the
comparable national figures. Several
reasons may be advanced to explain this
difference. First, some of the Virginia
cities, through acts of merger or con
solidation, contain large, sparsely popu
lated land areas. Second, the District of
Columbia - the central city of the vVash
ington Metropolitan Area - is not in
cluded in the calculation of Virginia
averages. Third, our definition of metro-

6. Joseph J. Spengler, fCNow That the Birth
Rate Has Slowed " Challenge 11 (March-
April 1967).
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politan areas has included more sparsely
populated areas than usually found with
in SMSA's. And fourth, even after adjust
ment for the above three factors, Virginia
metropolitan areas are, on an average,
less densely populated than national
averages for all metropolitan areas.

The density of the State's central cities
in 1960 was 2,456 persons per square mile
and the density of the suburbs was 148.
The much higher density of central cities
reflects their large population in relation
to land area. In 1960 the central cities
had 46 percent of the population of the
metropolitan areas but only 3 percent
of the land area.

Because a large proportion of future
growth is expected to take place in the
suburbs, their density will rise about four
times faster than the central cities from
1966 to 1980. By 1980 the overall density
of the 10 metropolitan areas is forecast
to be 442 persons per square mile. Central
cities are expected to reach 4,261 and
suburbs, 305.

PROJECTION METHODOLOGY

The preceding population projections
were based on growth forecasts in key
employment sectors. It was assumed that
population is directly related to job op
portunities. If jobs do not materialize,
then people will out-migrate; or con
versely, if there is a very large increase in
the number of jobs, there will be a net
inflow of population.

The basic employment for each metro
politan area is composed of employment
in industries which sell goods and services
outside of the metropolitan area. For
example, it is assumed that most manu
factured products are shipped beyond
metropolitan boundaries and that such
employment will depend on nationwide
or regional demand for manufactured
products. Some industries serve both local

and outside markets. For metropolitan
areas which are significant regional trade
centers, this dual relationship was rec
ognized by assigning a portion of retail
trade to basic employment.

Employment in each industry in a
metropolitan area's economic base was
projected using past trends, information
about new facilities and expansions, and
national forecasts by industry. After fore
casting basic employment, estimates of
supporting employment were prepared
based on its past relationship to basic
employment, with adjustment for his
torical trends. Supporting employment is
defined as all employment not classified
as basic and is composed of sectors such
as local government, construction, most
services, and much of retail and whole
sale trade.

Once total employment was forecast,
the total population was projected. This
was done by using the historical ratio of
population to employment adjusted for
changes in demographic factors.

The popUlation forecasts provided by
the foregoing procedures were in the
form of area-wide totals with no break
down for cities and counties within each
metropolitan area. The allocations of
population within areas were based on
one or more of the following: (1) con
versations with city planners and other
knowledgeable people in the local area,
(2) previous studies when available, and
(3) information developed by the Divi

sion of Planning. As a guide to analysis,
each metropolitan area was broken into
central city and suburban components.
Assumptions were made regarding the
proportions of area growth which might
be expected in each component and then
t~e estimates were adjusted for usable
land space, available water and sewerage
facilities, and projected transportation

developments.
The foregoing procedures were used for

all metropolitan areas except Washington
For that area, two recent studies were
relied on which used a methodology
quite similar to that employed in the cur
rent study.7

SUMMARY

The Division of Planning has prepared
population projections to 1980 for the
State's lO metropolitan areas. The projec
tions have the advantages of using a con
sistent methodology and covering the
same time period. The following observa
tions are highlights from the projection
series.

The State's 10 metropolitan areas now
have a population of 3 million which
represents 67 perce t of the State Jota!.
By 1980, their total population is pro
jected to number 4.3 million and will
account for nearly three-fourths of the
State total. Annual projected growth
rates from 1966 to 1980 for the 10 areas
range from 1.6 to 3.6 per c e n t. The
average growth rate for all 10 areas is
projected at 2.5 percent, slightly below
past growth, but faster than the rate pro
jected for all metropolitan areas in the
nation. The non-metropolitan areas, con
tinuing a trend of slow growth, are ex
pected to increase their popUlation b'
only 0.1 percent annually.

A key element in the projection proce
dure was the analysis of the industries
in each area which were considered the
focal points of future growth. Without
growth in these basic industries it was
assumed there would be little growth in
total employment and population.

7. National Capital Regional Planning Council~
The Regional Development Guide, Appendix 1 
Regional Growth 1950-2000 (June 30, 1966) - a
contract report prepared by Economic Associates~

Inc.; National Capital Regional Planning Council~

The Regional Development Guide, Appendix 2 -
Regional Statistics 1960-200 une 30, 196ft)
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